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I've got to get back to reporting. Thanks to you all for coming and for the great questions. We
have plenty of upcoming stories; please keep an eye on STAT. Also, all our 2019-nCoV stories
are in front of our paywall. You can .nd them at the link below. Have a good day.
here: https://www.statnews.com/tag/coronavirus/

Jan 30, 2020 12:48 PM Helen Branswell !"

In a recent article, you quoted: "The more we learn about it, the greater the possibility is that
transmission will not be able to be controlled with public health measures." Does this belief
exist because of how quickly the virus is spreading in China or for additional reasons?

The fact that there’s likely a lot of mild disease that isn’t been detected
means it will be very hard to contain this. And yes, it seems clear that
someone who is infected but not yet sick can transmit the virus. That adds
to the complexity of trying to contain this.

Jan 30, 2020 12:43 PM Jessica M !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:46 PM Helen Branswell

So, here's some breaking news, folks. The CDC has just announced that there has been
transmission in the United States. One of the imported cases has infected a family member.
More here: https://www.statnews.com/2020/01/30/cdc-.rst-known-case-person-to-person-
spread-new-coronavirus-us/

Jan 30, 2020 12:45 PM Helen Branswell !"

What is the clinical course of the infection? Is the burden of morbidity borne by the same
group that is most affected by inZuenza infection?

Interesting question. Like with inZuenza, the elderly seem to make up a big
portion of the severely ill patients. But Zu is also really hard on little kids, and
so far that’s not being seen with this virus.

Jan 30, 2020 12:42 PM Holder R !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:42 PM Helen Branswell
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I understand that some countries are trying HIV drugs with those infected with the
coronavirus. Do you have any feedback on success or not?

Yes, China is. It’s too soon to have answers.

Jan 30, 2020 12:41 PM Patricia S !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:41 PM Helen Branswell

How long do you estimate it’ll take before we know how serious a global threat the outbreak
is? Reports say it’s escalating quickly. Is it possible that it just seems to be that way because
the illness was underreported at the start because China doesn’t have a strong public health
reporting system?

Hi, Usha. The early days of an outbreak with a new disease are .lled with
uncertainty, as you know. A month ago tomorrow Chinese authorities told
the WHO they believed a new virus was spreading in Wuhan. A lot has been
learned in that month. But we’re going to learn more over the coming weeks
and months.

People who know more than I do tell me the next couple of weeks will be
critical, to see if the actions China has taken, and other countries have taken,
to slow or stop spread end up doing what they were intended to do.

In that time frame we may also get a sense of how much mild disease is
being missed, which will help put the severe cases into context.

Mostly everyone I’ve spoken to marvel that China’s surveillance system for
unusual pneumonias — they’re looking for them because of SARS and bird
Zu — realized so quickly picked up the fact that something usual was
happening. It’s cold and Zu season so it’s a time when you’d expect to see
lots of pneumonia.

They jumped on this early. But from the reporting that was coming out of
China, it sounded like people investigating the outbreak thought they were
looking at a zoonotic jump — transmission of an animal virus to people —
that involved a smallish number of people who worked in or shopped at a
wet market in Wuhan.

But it’s becoming pretty clear that by the time they spotted the new virus,
lots more people than they realized had been infected.
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It seems like a lot of people have very mild infections — so mild they don’t go
for health care. That would have undermined their ability to see what was
going on.

I should say that if this were happening elsewhere, those mild cases would
likely have been missed too.

Any insight on efforts to generate point-of-care diagnostic tests? Are there private sector
companies that have something in the works?

Judging from my email inbox, lots of companies are working on this.

Jan 30, 2020 12:30 PM Amanda M !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:37 PM Helen Branswell

Hello. The United States just Zew approximately 200 individuals from Wuhan to a military
base in California.If an individual can be asymptotic for up to 14 days, why would they only
quarantine / monitor for three days prior to release into the general public. That appears
highly dangerous.

14 days is thought to be the outside edge of the incubation period. Most
people who are contracting this have developed symptoms much sooner
than that, in about 4-5 days.
These people will be monitored after they're released. If they develop
symptoms, their contacts will be followed up. This doesn't feel like a high
risk way to approach this.

Jan 30, 2020 12:27 PM Justin !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:36 PM Helen Branswell

Does this virus cause death for every individual who gets it?

Absolutely not, far, far from it.

In fact, there’s probably a lot of very mild disease that is making this look
more severe than it actually is. I wrote about that today. You can read about
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it here.

Does the Coronavirus impact the healthy as aggressively as in those that are compromised
or in at risk populations (very young or very old)?

There was a paper published yesterday in The Lancet detailing 99 cases. I’ll
put the link below. They found about half of the cases had pre-existing
medical conditions. That means about half did not.

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article
/PIIS0140-6736(20)30211-7/fulltext

Jan 30, 2020 12:31 PM Elizabeth B !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:31 PM Helen Branswell

Hello. What is the mortality rate vs. the normal seasonal Zu here in the US? Thank you.

That can't be calculated right now. I wrote about that today. You might .nd
this story useful.
I've seen a lot of people sort of scohng, saying this is not as serious as
seasonal Zu. Seasonal Zu is a serious illness; whether this is worse or not is
not yet clear. But the WHO's Emergencies Chief Mike Ryan said something
important about this yesterday. “A relatively mild virus can cause a lot of
damage if a lot of people get it.”
https://www.statnews.com/2020/01/30/limited-data-may-skew-
assumptions-severity-coronavirus-outbreak/

Jan 30, 2020 12:15 PM Peter K. !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:29 PM Helen Branswell

How come there have been so few transmissions outside of China?

That’s a great question and it’s an issue that people are watching closely. It’s
one of the reasons the expert group that advised the World Health
Organization pointed to when they recommended against declaring this

Jan 30, 2020 12:28 PM Francesco F !"
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outbreak a global health emergency.

It’s going to take a little longer to see if cases aren’t spreading elsewhere. It
feels pretty unlikely — given the amount of travel there normally is between
China and the rest of the world — that countries are catching all exported
cases, even the mild ones. Mild infections are especially hard to .nd;
surveillance systems aren’t designed to .nd people who aren’t sick enough
to need medical care. Some of these people may have what seems like a
cold.

Japan announced a case Tuesday that is interesting. A tour bus driver who
was transporting a group of tourists from Wuhan in early to mid January —
before this outbreak really blew up — got sick on Jan. 14, sought medical
care on Jan. 17, wasn’t spotted as a case, started getting sicker and was
hospitalized on Jan. 25. He spent 11 days symptomatic in the community. It
seems very likely there will be spread there. Whether Japanese authorities
will spot it all and isolate all the cases will tell us a lot about this outbreak.

Are the high number of deaths in China, without any deaths reported anywhere else, simply
due to the huge number of cases in China compared to other locations? Or does this indicate
differing severity of the diseases in China compared to elsewhere?

I don't think it suggests that the disease is more severe in China than
elsewhere.
I do think it suggests that we don't yet have a good handle on the spectrum
of the disease — speci.cally, what percentage of the cases are mild. There
could be a lot.
If the virus spreads widely outside of China, you'd expect there to be some
deaths elsewhere too.

Jan 30, 2020 12:16 PM Rachel H !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:26 PM Helen Branswell

A couple obvious and overly simple questions: What does the path to treatment/containment
look like? Are there any companies that might be close enough to work on either a vaccine or
treatment?

The path to treatment may be reasonably quick, if any of the repurposed
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drugs are shown to be useful in testing. If something brand new needs to be
made, that’s a long process.

Lots of labs are working on vaccines. One, from Hong Kong, announced
Tuesday they’d designed one. It’s super important to understand when
scientists say they’ve developed a vaccine, they mean they’ve designed a
vaccine. From there to vaccine that’s ready to be used is a multi-step journey
that typically takes many years.

Even if the timeline is compressed, some company (more likely companies,
if large amounts of vaccine are needed) has to build a plant to make the
vaccine in, get the plant certi.ed by the FDA or another regulatory agency,
learn how to make the vaccine and then make it. For some vaccines, it takes
nearly a year from the start of production of a batch to the point where
vaccine vials are ready to ship. Vaccine won’t be available soon, despite the
claims you’ll hear.

Containment would require public health authorities to .nd and isolate all
cases so they can’t infect anyone. During the 2003 SARS outbreak,
quarantine was used for the .rst time in a long time. I was in Toronto then
and at a point I think about 10,000 people were under orders to stay home
because they’d been exposed to a case. They could only come out of
quarantine when they’d passed the outside limit of the incubation, 14 days.
That worked in SARS but people with SARS weren’t contagious until after
they started having symptoms. With this virus it’s starting to become clear
that people who are infected can transmit the virus to others before they
know they are sick. Quarantine won’t work well if that’s the case.

It appears that the outbreak is growing at a faster rate than that of SARS. Is that the case?

It sure feels like that, doesn't it? Actually as of the last day or so the total
number of con.rmed cases in this outbreak has surpassed the total number
of SARS cases. So yeah, faster.

Jan 30, 2020 12:04 PM Jeffery B !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:22 PM Helen Branswell

What is the best thing we (government, researchers, pharma, etc) can do today to address

Jan 30, 2020 12:21 PM Abe F !"
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the issue of coronavirus or other infectious diseases?

People (in countries where the virus isn’t currently spreading) can prepare for
the possibility that this might spread. Hospitals need to be ready. Schools
need to think about what they’d do. Working parents should give some
thought to what they’ll do for child care if schools close. It’s always a good
idea to have a plan, one you’ll hopefully never have to use. In the bigger
picture, if this or another outbreak takes off, public health and research
scientists are going to play pivotal roles. They need support.

Jan 30, 2020 12:21 PM Helen Branswell

What is the thinking of the CDC and FDA about fresh food exports to restaurants/markets in
the US (produce, meats, etc.)?

This is a respiratory virus — something one contracts by being in close
contact with an infected person who is coughing and sneezing. It's not a
foodborne illness.

Jan 30, 2020 12:13 PM Lisa Block !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:19 PM Helen Branswell

Can you tell us more about the best ways for workplaces to limit the possibility of spread?
We do not have ohces in China, but should we limit business travel? How to advise
employees? Thank you.

If your workplace is somewhere where the virus isn’t currently spreading, 
I don’t know that there are specific actions you should be taking, beyond 
what you would do to try to help your workers stay healthy during cold 
and flu season — which it is right now.
Measures you take to help employees stay healthy at this time of year 
would likely be useful if the virus continues to spread.

In terms of planning for the possibility it might start spreading here, your 
HR department might want to think about policies around telecommuting, 
if that works for your type of business. As for limiting business travel, 
things are evolving. Watch the CDC and State department travel advisory 
websites for their recommendations.

Jan 30, 2020 12:17 PM Hannah H !"
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You can find the CDC’s travel advice here: https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/

And the State Department’s advisories are here: https://travel.state.gov
/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/traveladvisories.html/

If there are folks in the chat who work in workplace safety who have 
ideas, please feel free to jump in.

Though the virus has been exported to other countries, those carriers all seem to be people
who had been in Wuhan, or direct contact with people from Wuhan. Have their been any
cases of the virus infecting people who had no direct connection to Wuhan?

Yes, there are a few cases that have been spotted where people who got
infected in China infected someone else when they got home. It's been seen
in Vietnam, Japan and Germany. There will be more of this.

Jan 30, 2020 12:10 PM Matthew !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:17 PM Helen Branswell

Any idea on outcome or clinic course or guidelines with pregnant patients and children?

I’m told there have been few pregnant women reported so far. A lot of the
severe cases are older, beyond childbearing age. Maybe that’s why.

There isn’t much information either on children, though there have been at
least a few infections in kids. One study I saw this week said the cases in
Guangdong Province ranged in age from 11 months to 85 years.

A coronavirus research lab at the University of Texas Medical Branch
tweeted this graph, which reinforces something I’d heard elsewhere —
coronavirus infections are harder on older people. The lab charted the
mortality rate by age for SARS, MERS and this new virus. Very clear pattern.
The twitter account is @theMenacheryLab.

Jan 30, 2020 12:15 PM Lisa G !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:16 PM Helen Branswell
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How long can this virus live on surfaces?

I doubt that is known yet. Remember, it's been less than a month since China
alerted the world to the fact that there was a new virus.

Jan 30, 2020 12:10 PM Mary !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:15 PM Helen Branswell

What do you think the chances of the two leading candidates Inovio and Moderna with being
successful in getting a vaccine ready to help combat the Coronavirus and what do you think
is the time frame for both companies. Thank you

I think it's quite likely one or both will come up with a candidate vaccine. But
there's an enormous difference between a candidate vaccine — think of it as
a recipe — and what you and I think of as vaccine, ie something we can go to
our doctor to get. It takes a long time to test candidate vaccines, license
them, and make them. By long time I mean several years at minimum.

Jan 30, 2020 12:07 PM Patrick Quirke !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:14 PM Helen Branswell

What is the likelihood that there is severe under reporting of cases happening in China? And
is this something we should be particularly worried about?

Jan 30, 2020 12:07 PM Rachel H !"
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There is under reporting for sure, but not because they're deliberately
suppressing information. It's clear from the exported cases that for a lot of
people, this is a very mild respiratory infection — something that could be
mistaken for a regular cold or the Zu. It's very hard to .nd cases like that in
the middle of an outbreak.

Jan 30, 2020 12:10 PM Helen Branswell

At what point will WHO declare nCoV a PHEIC? What policies does that designation affect,
implicitly and explicitly?

The WHO Emergency Committee is meeting today to look at this issue. We
will know in about 90 minutes or so whether they're going to declare this a
PHEIC.
A PHEIC — a Public Health Emergency of International Concern — gives the
WHO director general some extra powers to make recommendations on how
countries handle the outbreak. He would likely say, for instance, that
countries shouldn't close their borders with China. But they are
recommendations only. In a health emergency, countries will do what they
perceive to be in the best interest of their citizens.
In short, a PHEIC is not a silver bullet.

Jan 30, 2020 12:03 PM Kate V !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:08 PM Helen Branswell

Can we use Liponavir/Ritonavir+Ribavirin or Oseltamivir?

Pharmaceutical companies have been sending drugs for testing, at China’s
request. It’s much easier and faster to repurpose existing and approved
medications than to start from scratch. They’re using or going to use Kaletra
(Liponavir/Ritonavir), an HIV drug. Gilead has said it is in discussions about
trying remdesivir, a not-yet-approved antiviral that shows activity against
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV in cell culture and in animal models. The Wall
Street Journal has written about some of this here.

Ribavirin was used during SARS but was thought to be ineffective; this new
virus is related to SARS. Oseltamivir was designed for inZuenza, so don’t
know if that will work.

Jan 30, 2020 12:04 PM Elizabeth C !"
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People will suggest all sorts of things. But decisions about what will be
tested will be made by the involved country or countries. Right now that’s
China, though if other countries get serious cases, we may see clinical trials
in a number of places.

What additional details do we have about mortality? Is one gender affected more than the
other? (anecdotally it seems more of the deaths mentioned seem to be men, but may just be
the speci.c cases covered in the stories). What should we as individuals be doing (besides
trying not to panic)?

In the studies that have started coming out it looks like more men were
infected early on. That doesn’t mean men are more susceptible. It may mean
more of them were in the places where the virus .rst started to spread. That
may level off with time.

This situation is concerning; it’s normal to feel that way. But a lot of that is 
because it’s new and we don’t yet have enough information. As more is 
learned, this could become a lot less alarming than it seemed at the start. 

In the meantime: Pay attention to what’s going on. Try to stay healthy, 
which is good advice at any time. The types of things that will help you 
avoid colds and flu should be useful if / when the coronavirus starts to 
spread where you are. Wash your hands. Avoid close contact with sick 
people when that’s possible. Keep your hands away from your face — 
fingers can pick up viruses and deliver them to where they want to go.

Jan 30, 2020 11:59 AM Ariel G !"

Jan 30, 2020 12:01 PM Helen Branswell

Hi, everyone. Thanks for joining us. I’m Helen Branswell, STAT’s infectious diseases reporter.
I’ve covered a number of outbreaks like this over the past 17 years, starting with SARS.
I’m going to try to answer as many of your questions as possible. We’ve gotten lots already —
thanks for submitting them.
Something to keep in mind: Things are changing rapidly, which is the way things are early in
an outbreak. Something that seemed true last week may be proven untrue next. We all have
to be ready for our understanding of this to change.
Let’s get started.

Jan 30, 2020 11:57 AM Helen Branswell !"
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